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About This Game

Volleying is a physics-based game where the objective is to control a sphere throughout the court and make the ball touch the
ground of your opponent side.

There are simple rules:

 After your first touch, you must return the ball in 10 seconds, or it will explode, and you'll lose!

 While jumping, you can use a small dash in either direction, or up. But remember it takes 5 seconds to load again.

In the arcade mode, there are items you can collect to temporarily change the size of the spheres, bringing funny situations to
the game.

Play with your friends

You can play 1 x 1, 1 x 2 or 2 x 2. There's also a coop mode where you can test your skills against CPU with a friend.

Press the square brackets ( "[" and "]" ) to navigate between the sound tracks.
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The game is just bad. You do not have the opportunity to exhibit the music. The control is a disaster.. This game is odd, I like it
but in my opinion I think we should have (more) clear controls.. I made my kids get off of all electronic devices until I beat the
Bot on medium. They were going nuts cheering for me. This game is actually quite fun!. The game is really cool, especially
when played in group of 4. Worth a try.. Don't buy this game, IT IS SCAM !!!

Controls won't work this is complete garbage !
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